
Some believe that advances in technology are increasing the gap between rich and poor while 
others think the opposite is hapenning. 
Dicuss both sides and give your own opinion. 
 
Brainstorm (6 min) 
Limitations – resources are controlled by service providers 
Valuable resources are limited to patrons. 
People from developing country cannot afford expensive devices  
Fail to access key information or advanced technology 
 
Youtube and facebook provide platforms for average people to post videos for making profits or 
develop career via social media  
e.g. Influencers  
Free online learn 
Khan academic provide knowledge to the public regardless of their economic statues   
 
 
Some claim that the polarization of society into rich and poor is enhanced growing due to 
development of advanced technology, while others have a contrasting view on this. In my opinion, 
I believe that both of them are true in different circumstances. 
 
On the one hand, there are limitations of concerning the accessibility of technology leading to the 
bigger gap between rich and poor. In particular, valuable online resources online are controlled 
by service providers. For example, the products of Microsoft company are limited to patrons who 
could can constantly pay a decentthe high price of the software, with which amounts to roughly a 
hundred dollars annually, which is a burdenprohibitively high for a person struggling with paying 
for food and rentgrocery. Not to mentionThere are also people from developing countries that 
cannot afford expensive devices, which means there is are few opportunitiesy for them to access 
key information or advanced technology like virtual reality. In these cases, the poor remain 
economically disadvantaged whilst the rich take greater advantages of the trend. (30min) 
 
On the other hand, many people from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds make a living and 
change their lives with advances in technology. Social media sites like Youtube and Facebook, 
provide platforms for anyone to post videos for making profits via social networking. For instance, 
influencers can share their tour experiences, or to creative experiments which or art and attracts 
millions audiences of followers to potentially generate a living income later.and followers.  These 
influencers can earn a lot gain a huge amount of money by using the advanced technology such 
as editing software and appliances. Another example would be free online learning. Khan 
academic has been delivering knowledge to people around the world for free. People from poor 
families or living in areas without school therefore could can gain knowledge which is free for of 
charge. The learners can then utilise the knowledge to secure later employment like such as 
becoming a cashier coder which requires mathematical knowledge. (45 min) 
 
 
In conclusion, technology developments provide more options to the public to close the gap while 
limited access is still a barrier to individuals to gain earn money. All is matters isIt is therefore 
important to seize the opportunities of the this trend whenever they can and support the 
vulnerable to make a differentpossible to help raise the vulnerable out of poverty. (55min) 
 

 
Task achievement: 7 
Cohesion/Coherence: 7 
Vocabulary: 7 
Grammar: 6 
Overall: 6.5 
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